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Carbonic Acid Gas to
Fertilize the Air

Mechanical Stevedore
That Handles Bananas

By Dr. Alfred Gradenwitz

By Thomas Ewing Dabney
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ity of labor on the wharves

The opinion that this carbon

of New Orleans, and enabled

is derived from the soil has

that port to expand its trade

long been abandoned, mod

in its most important article
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of import-namely, bananas.
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shown atmospheric carbonic
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Fertilizing the air with carbon dioxide to promote plant growth

composed into its elements,
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1. Yield of potatoes in fields over which the air was fertilized with carbonic acid gas and left unfertilized.
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As New Or

imports

20,000,000

bunches of bananas a year, this means a gross saving
of $500,000.

Add to this the saving in time and the

fact that there is less damage to the fruit by the me

in carbonic acid, of which it contains only about .03
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ests our coal deposits are derived from, it comprised

in this connection was that, while the cucumbers in the

incomparably greater quantities of this gas.

checking houses would exhibit bright spots,

those in
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the

plentiful

bunches, which are under present conditions unloaded

soil by increasing its carbonic acid content and thus

formation of chlorophyl were of a dark green color

producing ronditions resembling those of antediluvian

throughout.

in about seven hours.
Three machines of the type
shown in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN of Oct. 20. 1917, lift

This fact

suggested the idea of heightening the fertility of the

testing house,

An interesting phenomenon noted

than

on

account of

the more

the million mark.
About 600 shiploads of bananas are brought to New
a

year.
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average

ship

carries
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In order to enable such a process to be carried

Experiments in the open air were made simultaneous

the bananas out of the ship and deposit them on the

(Jut on anything like a commercial line, a cheap source

ly with these greenhouse tests, a square plot of ground

wharf.
These machines consist of 50-foot structural
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(Continued on page 557)

far had been allowed to flow out into the atmosphere
without serving any useful purpose.
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that
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June ]2th, that is to say, at a time when
plant growth was at its height.

To avoid this 33 per cent loss in time

On account of the careful cleansing and

and hecause of the rapidity with which

complete elimination of constituents such

bananas ripen, espeCially in the summer,

as sulfur, the gas was found to exert no
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than
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The leaves of the castor

tires, machinery, etc., are handled in man

oil {)lant in the greenhouse supplied with

ufacturing plants, and worked out a me

gas were found to reach more than one

chanical means of conveying the bananas
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whereas the largest leaf

from shipside, after they have been deliv

in the checking houses was only about 58

ered on the wharf by the elevator, to the
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cars.

Plants submitted

to the influence of carbonic acid gas also
showed a marked advance with regard to
their height.

With the tomatoes planted

The bananas, hung to trolleys

on a

monorail, are pushed forward

in

the desired direction, by

fingers attached to the chain shown near the top of this illustration, near L-l.

The system

He has tried it out and it has proven
a success.
Every banana wharf in New
Orleans is to be eQuipped with the device

in another part of the greenhouse a crop

is so devised that the over-ripe bananas are given separate and speedier handling
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monorail sidings, like ordinary railroad sidings, on which the fruit is stored until it can be

number of fruits, the weight of the same

put aboard a car

an overhf'ad monorail of medium deSign,

number of fruits in the testing room being

A corner of the banana conveyor mechanism installed at New Orleans

(Continued on page 557)
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There are

as soon as it can be manufactured.
The essential features of the device are
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center of tile field submitted to the action
of carbonic acid gas, the increase in yield
in the case of spinach being found to be

(Continued trom page 555)
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increased

automatic unstackers facilitate handling.
mill presents a considerable problem.
of
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results

was

eventu

three greenhouses of the

provided

It
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small open-ground plant
considerably

and

more

was
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Handling the refuse of a large lumber
largely
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extended,

same size as those existing being added,

In the Modern Saw-Mill
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and
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trimmings and a large proportion of it is

obtained on this field with potatoes, a 300
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for
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lifted by

Shavings
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the fuel bins.

and

and blown

dust
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directly

to

nection with tests on a large scale.

Slabs from the slasher and

All experiments so far made go to show

stub ends from the trimmer are suitable
for making broom handles, lath, and the

that fertilizing the air by means of car
bonic acid gas is a much more efficient

like

and

after

all

has

process than even an increased fertiliza

the waste goes to the

tion of the ground with stable manure and

"hog" which cuts the refuse up in small
pieces for fuel.

fertilized from the air at the same time

Shingle machines are operated in con-

be submitted to soil fertilization, the lat

been picked out,

usable material

neetion with the mill.

cow dung.

The lumber is cut

The din from a battery

tassium,

of these machines is deafening.
Not only does the waste from a lumber
machinery,

but

there

etc.)

entailed by the increased

absorption of carbonic acid, can be driven

mill furnish sufficient fuel to operate all
the

If, on the other hand, a plot

ter, on account of the increased need for
other elements (nitrogen, phosphorus, po

into bolts for them and their action is entirely automatic.

are

instances

where the lumber company sells electric
power to the local light and power con-
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much farther than otherwise.
According to Dr.

Riedel's calculations

with about 4,000 tons of coke per day will
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per cent carbonic acid gas.
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an

even

mill
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for

many

done by means of hand trucks.
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devices
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fore believes that carbonic acid works for

and the telpher or monorail.

supplying agriculture will before long be

consists of an overhead rail from which
is suspended a car or cars, equipped with
electric hoists, the operator riding in the
car.

quite as common a feature as electricity
I

The telpher is, of course, restricted

and gas workS, the large industrial cen
ters at the same time becoming centers of
increasing agricultural production.

in its movements and electric trucks are
used for the miscellaneous hauling that

Careful analysis has shown the in
crease in the percentage of carbonic acid

has to be done.

in the air to remain far below the limit

Even in a plant where the fuel costs
nothing it is i mportant to have an eco
nomical

steam

inst:l.llation,

because

in

maintenance.

the

boiler

room

the health of man.
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and

Mechanical Stevedore That
Handles Bananas

its

in

many

power

mills.

In

requirements

others,
have

where

the

outgrown

the

capacity of the plant, steam turbines have
been installed which receive their steam
supply from the exhaust of the old re
ciprocating
have

been

engine.
made

Such

to

installations

deliver

one

horse

power for every horse-power delivered by
the original plant.

In other words the

capaeity of the plant is doubled with no
additional operating expense.
In some cases where the use of steam
in a few operations is insisted on a mixed
pressure turbine has been installed.

This

turbine consists of two elements, one of
which

operates

on

high

pressure

steam

and the other on the low pressure exhaust
steam from the auxiliary engines.
Certainly our big lumber mills cannet
be accused of wasteful methods.

They

are

most

manufacturing

plants

of

the

efficient type, in which both material and
human

effort

are

conserved

to

a

fine

degree.

(Continued trom page 549)

suspended rigidly from above at intervals;

Agents in every locality

having roller bearings to carry the bunch
of bananas suspended from a special hook
to which the bunch is hung by a loop de
vice invented by Mr. Steckler for the pur
pose; and a power-driven chain provided
stant

minute, the path of motion being parallel
to the monorail at such location that the
fingers engage

the

suspended

bunch

of

hananas, and thus push the trolley along
The

accompanying

trates the device.
is

parallel

with

photograph

illus

ship.

It

connects

accomplished by following

plan of scientifIcally using the

'.fhe green ones are diverted down another
cars on the siding.
front of each car.
of bananas

The dead rail ,is down

are delivered there

without

There are bumpers to
After

checking purposes a plot of the same size

use.

submitted to no carbonic acid gas, the soil

It will thus be seen that there are only

in the two plots being of the same quality.

a few trolley switchmen between shipside
and

the

cars,

time, at low cost, without waste

From this main line

grade to the car door, and the bunches

where

400 men were working.

formerly

at

least

my

mails to develop sales in quick

switch, f ollowing the entire line of box

its point of origin by a separate return

Samples were derived from the best por

had

That is what one of my clients

Down one switch

system, and is there reloaded for further

tions of the checking field, but fl'()llll the

that

shunted to the waiting cars or wagons.

human handling.

of

territory

heretof ore produced no business.

the bananas that are turning ripe are first

the

side

entirely b y mail f rom

unworked

with several switches, each swiftly oper
ated by compressed air.

$200,000
secured

One track (Loop L-1)
the

\

IN NEW ORDERS

on the monorail.

greenhouse plant there was provided for

oppOSite

OIL ENGINES

motion ,at the rate of 125 feet a

the trolley is unloaded, it is sent back to

the

BESSEMER

with fingers at three-foot centers, in con

prevent the bruising of the fruit.

On

C.a88A

monorail trolleys of 250 pounds capacity,

sive areas to be supplied with the fertiliz
gas.

There is a grade of Broderick &
Bascom Wire Rope best suited to
every purpose.
They include the
celebrated Yellow Strand of Panama
Canal fame, which has one strand
of yellow to distinguish it. Let your
next cable be B. & B.

Factories: St. Louis and Seattle.
Branches: New York and Seattle
Warehouses: St. Louis, New York, Seattle

toward the plants, thus allowing exten
ing

Where there is extra heavy work
to be done, Yellow Strand can be
depended upon to do a giant's
share.

BRODERICK & BASCOM ROPE CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.

switch, a dead-rail line branches out in

Carbonic Acid Gas to Fertilize the
Air

One Yellow
Strand Wire Rope
unloaded 1875 trains, of 17 to 19
cars.

(Continued tram page 549)

For this reason steam tur

bines have replaced reCiprocating engines

Before Yellow Strand Wire Rope,
made by the Broderick & Bascom
Rope Co., came to Panama, the best
record for any one cable was 500
trains averaging 16 cars each.

where the gas becomes liable to endanger

greater the steam demand the greater the
investment

To unload the "spoils trains", steel
plows were hauled from end to end
by steel cable, pushing the waste
material off one side. So great was
the friction on the cable that smoke
was usually seen at intervals along
the top of the train where the steel
cable was cutting its way into im
mense boulders picked up by the
powerful shovels.

Dr. Riedel there

qua ted system-the storage battery truck
The latter

The value of wire rope in constructing the great ditch to connect east and west
at Panama can hardly be overestimated. Not only were the powerful "muscles"
of the giant shovels and material handling cranes wire rope, but a big factor
in the disposition of immense quantities of soil and rock was also wire rope.

daily produce as much as 35 million cubic
meters of combustion gases, containing 20

The transfer of lumber in and around

Wire Rope at Pananta

an iron works dealing in its blast-furnaces

cern, which in turn sells it to other con-

the
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effort.
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T requires no mechanical or engineer
ing skill to operate a Be ssemer on
Engine.

There is

nothing compli

cated about its construction, nothing to
get out of order.

Burns

low-grade fuel

oils, a further factor in its

low upkeep.

And service branches located throughout

Tell me what you.

sell and let

me suggest a way to develop
your sales.

EDWARD H. SCHULZE
Aclmowledged the foremost au

the country make Bessemer Service a per

thority on lcientific sales promo

15

tion thru effective business letters.

manent asset to all Bessemer users.
to 180 H.P.

Write for catalog.

THE BESSEMER GAS ENGINE CO.
Grove City, P..
14 York Street.

These swi tchmen
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